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Abstract

A completely new approach to measure beam emittance is
examined. It is based on measuring the decay rate of co-
herent betatron-oscillation through nonlinear filamentation
caused by lattice nonlinearity. Experimental results, com-
puter simulations and analytic approach using differential
algebra (DA) [1] [2] are presented. This method may pro-
vide useful tools in measuring emittance at high brightness
light sources, high luminosity particle factories and damp-
ing rings for linear colliders where emittance and coupling
are expected to be very small.

1 INTRODUCTION

Emittance measurement is an essential issue for tuning per-
formance of accelerators, but it can not be done easily in
case of very low emittance.

In these days, it has become an established technique that
coherent oscillation of beam excited by a kicker magnet is
detected using a single passage beam position monitor and
recorded turn by turn for studies of beam dynamics.[3]

A beam consisting of many particles with slightly dif-
ferent betatron tune shows decay of coherent oscillation
through nonlinear filamentation, in which the motion of
beam mass center damps while oscillation amplitude of
each particle remains constant.[3][4]

Amplitude dependence of the decay rate through nonlin-
ear filamentation has been observed experimentally at the
TRISTAN main ring as shown in Fig. 1. In section 2, the
decay rate will be derived analytically from Hamiltonian
whose nonlinear coefficients should be calculated by DA.
The decay rate depends on initial beam emittance before
kick and lattice nonlinearity as well as amplitude of the
kick.

To simulate emittance measurement from the decay rate,
multi-particle tracking by the SAD code [7] was conducted
using interleaved and non-interleaved optics of the TRIS-
TAN main ring and optic for the low energy ring of KEK
B-factory (KEKB-LER). Each of these optics has unique
character of lattice nonlinearity. It will be introduced in
section 3.

Results of the simulation and the analytic treatment will
be presented in section 4. They will be compared and dis-
cussed.

2 THEORY

2.1 Hamiltonian and tune

Applying the canonical perturbation, one turn Hamiltonian
for a particle in a circular accelerator is given as (1) in
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Figure 1: Decay of vertical oscillation through nonlinear
filamentation. The data were taken at various kicker volt-
agesK2 in non-interleaved sextupoles optic of the TRIS-
TAN main ring. The decay curve is characterized by
parabola and the decay rate grows at the larger amplitude
oscillation. The beam current was kept around30µA to
reduce damping by head-tail effect.

action-angle form up to the 2-nd order.

H =
∑

w∈(x,y,z)

{2πν0
wJw+awwJ

2
w}+

1
2

u6=v∑
u,v∈(x,y,z)

auvJuJv

(1)
wherex, y andz represent horizontal, vertical and longitu-
dinal coordinates, respectively andauv describes the lowest
order nonlinearity of the system.

Tune of a particle inw-coordinate is obtained by differ-
entiating the Hamiltonian by actionJw partially,

νw ≡ 1
2π

∂ψw

∂n
=

1
2π

∂H
∂Jw

(2)

A beam, a set of many particles of different actions, looses
coherence of oscillation phase because of the tune-spread
caused by (2), that is called nonlinear filamentation.

2.2 Distribution of action

Before a coherent kick or displacement, particles’ distribu-
tion in a beam is assumed to be Gaussian in phase space of
coordinate-momentum form and described by the distribu-
tion function of action as

fw(Jw) =
1
εw
e−Jw/εw , (3)

whereεw represents beam emittance inw-coordinate.
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By coherent vertical displacement of the beam, the dis-
tribution function ofJy becomes,

fy(Jy) =
1
εy
e
−{Jy+ 1

2 (
∆y√

βy
)2}/εy

I0(
∆y√
βy

√
2Jy

εy
), (4)

where∆y, βy andI0 stand for amount of displacement,β-
function at the displacement place and the modified Bessel
function of 0-th order, respectively.

2.3 Distribution of tune

Standard deviation of tune iny-coordinate just after the co-
herent displacement is obtained by taking the following en-
semble mean using the distribution functions given by (3)
and (4).

σνy =
√
〈ν2

y〉 − 〈νy〉2 (5)

This gives,

σνy =
1
2π

√
a2

xyε
2
x + a2

yzε
2
z + 4a2

yyε
2
y{1 + (

∆y√
εyβy

)2}.
(6)

When coherent displacement is much larger than initial
emittances, (6) the following approximation is valid.

σνy =
1
π
|ayy|

√
εy

βy
∆y (7)

2.4 Decay rate of coherent oscillation

Assuming that particles in a beam have same radial ampli-
tude

√
2Jy(0) and azimuthally allocate in Gaussian distri-

bution of standard deviationσθ. Then the radial amplitude
of mass center motion becomes smaller than

√
2Jy(0) by

factore−σ2
θ/2.

n-turns after coherent displacement of a beam, tune-
spread of the beam given by (6) causes azimuthal distribu-
tion of particles and reduces the radial amplitude of mass
center motion as in the following.

√
Jy(n)
Jy(0)

= e−σ2
θ/2 = e−(2πσνy n)2/2 ≡ e−(n/nNF )2 (8)

whereJy(n) stands for action of mass center motionn-
turns after the coherent displacement. Eq. (8) also defines
nNF , damping time of coherent oscillation through nonlin-
ear filamentation. In experimental measurements,nNF is
observable and gives tune-spread of the beam.

σνy =
1√

2πnNF

(9)

3 TRACKING SIMULATION

3.1 Method of simulation

Multi-particle tracking was conducted by SAD code, typi-
cally with 300 particles for 1000 turns. Radiation damping
and quantum fluctuation were included.

Tracking result, a series of mass center position, was
treated in the same way made in the experiments.[4] The
instantaneous spectrum is calculated with a series of data
which corresponds toNbin turns. The Hanning window is
adopted as a weight function. In order to find the frequency
and amplitude of the peak precisely, the true continuous
spectrum around the peak is approximated by a parabola
fitted to the largest three points. The time variation of the
spectrum is obtained by shifting the data byNstep turns.
We adoptedNbin = 64 andNstep = 16.

This treatment is essential for getting smooth time vari-
ation of amplitude and tune from the simulation as well as
experiments. Fig. 2 (a) is a decay plot of Courant-Snyder
invariant obtained from the tracking. The plot shows cer-
tain roughness which is not suitable in finding the decay
constants. Fig. 2 (b) and (c) show tune and amplitude de-
cay plots, respectively, they were treated by the explained
method.

Amplitude decay plots in various conditions were fitted
with the functionα0e

−(α1n+α2n2), whereα0, α1 andα2

are fitting variables andα2 gives tune-spread using (8) and
(9). An example of fitting is shown in Fig. 2 (c).
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Figure 2: Example of the simulation. (a) decay plot of
Courant-Snyder invariant. Position and angle information
by the tracking and Twiss parameters are used. (b) decay
plot of tune. (c) decay plot of oscillation amplitude and a
fitted curve

3.2 Optics for the simulation

Nonlinear coefficients introduced by (1) were calculated
using DA-package incorporated to SAD code [6] and listed
in Table 1 for the three optics used in the simulation.
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Table 1: Nonlinear coefficients of optics for the simula-
tion. Natural emittances and radiation damping rates are
also given.

TRISTAN TRISTAN KEKB-LER
Non- Non-

Interleaved interleaved interleaved
axx [m−1] 5356.91 52.28 5998.13
axy [m−1] -9299.00 44.493 13178.38
axz [m−1] 88.86 728.87 87.86
ayy [m−1] 47106.96 -59.76 29273.20
ayz [m−1] 152.134 323.14 -16.45
azz [m−1] 16.28 19.46 3.85

εx [nm] 4.66 4.77 19.04
εz [nm] 957.87 599.36 2431.12
αx,y 0.91×10−4 0.91×10−4 1.29×10−4

Two of TRISTAN optics are almost same in linear optics,
but nonlinear effect by sextupoles was canceled out very
well in the non-interleaved one and nonlinear coefficients
are much smaller than in the interleaved one.

In KEKB-LER optic where sextupoles are also non-
interleaved, edge effect of the nearest quadrupoles to IP
contributes to the nonlinear coefficientayy largely. [5]

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Simulation result the analytic treatment

Results of the simulation are presented in Fig.3 together
with results of the analytic calculation by (6).

A good agreement between the simulation and the an-
alytic treatment is found in Fig. 3 (a) for the interleaved
TRISTAN optic. Also tune-spread depends on coherent-
amplitude linearly as expected by (4).

On the other hand, the non-interleaved optic of TRIS-
TAN in Fig. 3 (b) gives completely different answer be-
tween the simulation and the analytic results. Tune-spread
does not depend on amplitude linearly and suggests non-
linear terms higher than included in (1). The simulation
could not explain the experimental results and confess that
the simulation model is far from reality.

KEKB-LER optic shows a fairly good agreement be-
tween the simulation and the analytic results especially in
case of small coherent-amplitude.

4.2 Discussion

The possibility of emittance measurement by nonlinear fil-
amentation is demonstrated in optics where nonlinear co-
efficients of the lowest order are dominant. However when
the lowest nonlinear coefficients are very small, nonlinear
optics depend highly on errors and it becomes difficult to
measure emittance by the proposed method.
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Figure 3: Tune-spread vs. Coherent-amplitude. Be aware
large difference of horizontal scale between interleaved and
non-interleaved optics. (a) Interleaved optic of TRISTAN.
The simulation and the analytic results are indicated solid
and broken lines, respectively. By increasing coupling,
tune-spread becomes larger as expected from (7). (b) Non-
interleaved optic of TRISTAN. Experimental data are cal-
culated from Fig. 1. (c) KEKB-LER optic.
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